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Naughty or Nice? Dada Drawings by Clara Tice will be on

view at Meredith Ward Fine Art from November 20, 2009

through January 15, 2010. The show will feature 20 never

before exhibited drawings by the New York Dada artist dating

from the 1910s and 1920s. Clara Tice (1888-1973) became an

overnight sensation in 1915 when the New York City vice squad

attempted to confiscate her drawings of nude women. She soon

became a central figure in the group of New York Dada artists

around Marcel Duchamp, and joined the salon of Walter and

Louise Arensberg, where her circle included Marius de Zayas,

Beatrice Wood, and Edgar Varèse.Writing for The New York

Times in 2006, Holland Cotter called Tice the Dada “It” girl.

Tice had an extraordinary ability to capture

with a few simple lines the grace and agility of the

human body in motion, and she approached her

subjects with an irreverent and naughty wit. Her

wry sense of humor is on full display in her

drawings, where she fashioned chic headwear out of

bayonets (La Baionnette), sketched an Arabian

fantasy (Arabian Nights Dancers), and composed

portraits of New York notables out of tiny female

nudes (Portrait of Frank Crowninshield). Works like these were on view in March 1915 at

Polly’s, a Greenwich Village restaurant popular among downtown bohemians. The drawings

caught the attention of Anthony Comstock, New York City’s anti-vice crusader, who decided
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that the images were indecent and must be removed. Before Comstock could seize the

drawings, a restaurant patron purchased the lot. The entire episode was reported on the front

page of the New York Tribune and immediately catapulted Tice to fame. Thanks to this

publicity, the drawings were published six months later in

Vanity Fair, where the charismatic Frank Crowninshield

had recently become editor. For the next several years, Tice

contributed drawings to Vanity Fair, as well as to “little

magazines” like Rogue, Playboy, The Quill, and newspapers

including The New York Times, the World, the Globe, and

the Sun. As Tice later observed, “All I can say is that

[Comstock] was some press agent.”

Clara Tice was born in Elmira, New York and was

raised in a boarding house on West 32nd Street in

Manhattan, where her father worked for the Children’s Aid

Society.Tice became a student of Robert Henri, and

participated in the 1910 exhibition of the Society of Independent Artists, organized by Henri,

John Sloan, and Arthur Davies. She continued to work and exhibit in New York for the next

five years until the Comstock raid brought her sudden fame.

An illustrated catalogue will accompany the exhibition.

About the Gallery

Meredith Ward Fine Art opened in 2004 specializing in American art from the 19th century to
the present. Meredith Ward Fine Art is the exclusive representative of the estates of John
Marin and Larry Day. The Gallery is located at 44 East 74th Street in New York City and is
open to the public Tuesday through Friday, 10am to 5pm and Saturday noon to 5pm. For
more information or images, contact Meredith Ward or Rebecca Hathaway at 212-744-7306.
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